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A candid memoir of growing up during the Chinese Cultural Revolution that is sure to inspire. Da
Chen grew up as an outcast in Communist China. His family’s legacy had been one of privilege
prior to the revolution, but now in the Chairman Mao era, they are treated with scorn. For Da
Chen, that means that all of his successes and academic achievements are nullified when one
teacher tells him that, because of his “family’s crimes,” he can never be more than a poor farmer.
Feeling his fate is hopeless, Da responds by dropping out.Da’s life takes a dark turn, and he
soon begins hanging out with a gang. However, all is not lost. After Chairman Mao’s death, Da
realizes that an education and college might be possible. He begins to study–all day and into the
night. His entire family rallies to help him succeed, working long hours in the rice fields and going
into debt to ensure that Da has an education.Their struggle would not be in vain. When the final
exam results are posted, Da has one of the highest scores in the region, earning him a place at
the prestigious Beijing University and a future free from the scars of his past.This inspiring
memoir, adapted for young readers from Colors of the Mountain, is one that will rally readers to
defy the odds.Praise for China’s Son “Humor and unflinching honesty inform the narrative, which
is shot through with lyrical descriptions.”—Publishers Weekly “Da Chen’s narrative moves
smoothly, communicating setting and character with an immediacy that will draw young readers
in.”—Kirkus Reviews
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China's Cultural Revolution, which lasted from 1966 to 1976, the time of my childhood. Each
account is a horrifying testimony to a time gone bad at the hand of a demonic leader. During
Mao Tse-tung's crazy drive to purge all his political enemies, millions died bloodily and many
more were wrongly imprisoned. Factories were closed as workers rushed into the streets to
shout “Long live Chairman Mao,” and schools were shut as Mao stirred youngsters to beat up
their teachers, burn down the temples and destroy the ancient arts, and even turn against their
own parents in the devilish hunt for more victims.Books were trashed and classrooms ruined.
Factories stood eerily quiet, weeds growing out of cracks in the walls. School campuses became
brutal battlefields. Young students, armed with rifles, became roamers jumping on trains,
traveling all over the country, toppling buses that would not take them, storming food stores that
would not serve them. Fear and hopelessness gripped us all.The Chinese say curses always
come in pairs. During that time, China was also plagued by a desperate famine, and people
were dying. Hungry people ate anything—weeds, grass, tree bark, shoe soles, snakes, rats,
dogs, cats, other people.Children crawled naked in the dirt, grabbing anything they could lay
their hands on—rotten worms, dead insects, bad fruit, and decayed vegetables.But the fire of
revolution burned on relentlessly. And in the dark shadows of ghostly ashes lived a boy who
survived to write this book, a book about love in the face of hate, a book of hope for the
hopeless.Da ChenONEI was born in southern China in 1962, in the tiny town of Yellow Stone.
They called it the Year of Great Starvation. Chairman Mao had had a parting of the ways with the
Soviets, and now they wanted all their loans repaid or there would be blood, a lot of it.Mao
panicked. He ordered his citizens to cut down on meals and be hungry heroes so he could repay
the loans. The superstitious citizens of Yellow Stone still saw the starving ghosts of those who
had died during that year chasing around and sobbing for food on the eve of the spring
TombSweeping Festival.That year also saw a forbidding drought that made fields throughout
China crack like wax. For the first time, the folks of Yellow Stone saw the bottom of the Dong Jing



River. Rice plants turned yellow and withered young.Dad wanted to give me the name Han,
which means “drought.” But that would have been like naming a boy in Hiroshima Atom Bomb.
And since the Chinese believe that their names dictate their fate, I would have probably ended
up digging ditches, searching for water in some wasteland. So Dad named me Da, which means
“prosperity.”The unfortunate year of my birth left a permanent flaw in my character: I was always
hungry. I yearned for food. I could talk, think, and dream about it forever. As an infant, I ate with a
large, adult spoon. I would open wide while they shoveled in the porridge. My grandmother said
she had never seen an easier baby to feed.Ours was a big family, and I was at the bottom. There
were a great many people above me, with, at the top, my bald, long-bearded grandpa and my
square-faced, largeboned grandma. Dad looked mostly like Grandma, but he had Grandpa's
smiling eyes. Mom seemed very tiny next to my broad-chested dad. Sister Si was the eldest of
my siblings, a big girl who took after Dad in personality and physique. Jin, my brother, had
Mom's elegant features; we still haven't figured out just who my middle sister, Ke, looks like.
Huang, who is a year older than me, grew up to be a tall, thin girl, a beauty with enormous
eyes.We lived in an old house that faced the only street in Yellow Stone. Our backyard led to the
clear Dong Jing River, zigzagging like a dragon on land. The lush, odd-shaped Ching Mountain
stood beyond the endless rice paddies like an ancient giant with a pointed hat, round shoulders,
and head bent in gentle slumber.We rarely left our house to play because Mom said there were
many bad people waiting to hurt us. When I did go out to buy food in the commune's grocery
store a few blocks away, I always walked in the middle, safely flanked by my three sisters as we
hurried in and out. Neighborhood boys sometimes threw stones at us, made ugly faces, and
called us names. I always wondered why they did that. It was obviously not for fun. My sisters
often cried as we ran and dodged and slammed our door shut behind us.I once tried to sneak
through our side door and join the kids in the street, but Si caught me by the arm and snatched
me back, screaming and kicking. She gave me quite a spanking for breaking the do-not-go-out
order. When I asked Mom why we had to hide in our dark house all the time, she said that we
were landlords, and that the people outside were poor peasants who had taken our house,
lands, and stores.They were making us suffer because the leaders were all bad. There was no
fairness, no justice for us. We had to be quiet, stay out of trouble, and wait for better days to
come.When? I would ask. Someday, when you grow up, she'd answer. That will be a long time
from now, I'd say. Mom would nod, her eyes gently studying my face as if looking for an answer
herself. Then she'd take me in her arms and hum her favorite tune—a simple melody urging a
boy to eat more and grow up faster so that he could help plow the land with his dad and harvest
the grain.Restricted to the house, I would silently wander into Grandpa's smoky room and
practice calligraphy with him. Some days, when my sisters were in school and Mom was busy
and not watching me, I would wander out and wrestle with the neighborhood boys. This was a lot
of fun, and I would come back all dusty and tell Mom I had fallen, and she would make me
change my clothes.One day when I was about six I stood on the pavement watching a parade of
Red Guards carrying their rifles and red flags and shouting slogans, when a kid from next door,



for no obvious reason, smacked me right on the face and kicked me when I fell. I picked myself
up and charged like a bull into my smiling attacker. When he went down, I straddled him and hit
him hard on the face and neck. Within half an hour, the Communist party secretary, a thin little
man, stormed into our house with the kid's mother. He started shouting at my mom, demanding
to see my father, who was away at labor camp. I hid behind a big chair.“What have you been
teaching your kids, to fight the world? To fight Communism?” He shook his fist at my tiny mom. “I
could put you in a labor camp too, if you let one of your kids do this again. Do you hear me?”
Mom was too busy crying and being nervous. She didn't answer him right away and the
secretary took this as an insult. He slapped her across the face, sending her whirling into a
corner. I wanted to jump out from behind the chair and hit him with my fists, but fear held me
back. I couldn't afford to bring any more trouble to our family. After spitting his dark phlegm on
our spotless floor, the man stormed out. Mom sat there, crying. I spent the rest of the day
watching her hold a wet towel to her face, where the humiliating imprint of his hand remained.
She was quiet. She had nothing more to teach me about the cruelty outside.Grandpa, who liked
to drink a little—to calm his bones, as he put it—saw no future for us. In school, my sisters sat in
the back, although, given their height, they should have been in the middle. They couldn't sing in
the choir. They couldn't perform in the school plays. The kids could beat them, spit on them, and
the teachers would not say a thing.Grandpa wished he would die soon in the hope that they
might treat us better. Dad said that was nonsense. We were fine the way we were.But everything
wasn't fine. We had been stripped of all our property.Dad was fired from his teaching job, leaving
a family of nine with no income. We relied entirely on a small food ration that went up and down
with the harvest each year. A drought could wipe out half a year's ration, and a wet season would
rot the young rice in the fields.For months we would have nothing to eat but tree bark and the
roots of wild plants. Even a good harvest would only get us through eight to nine months of the
year. The remaining months were called “the season where the green and yellow did not meet.”
During those months, Dad would be out imploring for a longer grace period on an old loan, and
begging to try to borrow more money in order to pay back the debt so that they wouldn't take
away the table and chairs. He had already sold the wooden doors and doorframes inside our
house to pay for food. Each door was replaced with makeshift planks of rotten wood. But never a
day went by without Mom teaching us that we should have dignity in the face of hardship. She
would point out to us which land and storefronts used to be ours, and we would feel quietly
proud.For those long months when there was no food, we ate anything that came to our table.
One year, we ate moldy yams three times a day for four months. Brother Jin summed it up well
when he said, “I'm sick of the yams, but I'm afraid they'll run out.” We learned to live with little and
be content with what we had. Even the soupy yams brought laughter to our dining table when
everyone was there. But most of the time Dad was away at labor camp, or Grandpa was being
detained in the commune jail, waiting for another public humiliation meeting to be held in the
market square, where he would be beaten badly.Mom taught us to beg Buddha for his protection
and help. This was easier than potty training. All you needed to do was wash yourself really



clean, button your buttons, get on your knees, and bang your head on the floor before the
hidden shrine of the big, fat, smiling Buddha. Ask all you want to ask and you will be answered,
Mom told us.I followed her to the shrine every day—the shrine that was hidden behind a window
curtain in the attic, because religion was not allowed in Communist China. I knelt behind Mom
and banged my head on the floor noisily, whispering my small requests. My list grew from two
items to many. I asked for Dad not to get beaten by the Red Guards, for Grandpa to be well, for
Mom not to cry as much. My last request was always for food—more of it, please.TWOYellow
Stone Elementary School sat a mile away down the street. It was an old Confucian temple with
tilted roofs and lots of wood carvings on the walls. Ancient trees shielded the buildings from the
sun, and there was a pond full of lotus blossoms.When registration day came for the new school
year, I got up early and studied my appearance in front of a piece of mirror, broken off from my
brother's bigger one. I was as dark as charcoal and as thin as sugarcane. My crew cut, Mom's
handiwork, had uneven furrows left behind by rusty scissors and a not-too-experienced hand, as
though a clumsy farmer had plowed the fields. I didn't mind it too much. The hair would grow
again and the pain of having your hair yanked out by blunt scissors was soon forgotten. My
sisters cut each other's hair and Mom took care of the four men in the family. We saved a lot of
money that way.The skin on my forehead was peeling like a snake casting its skin in the
springtime. I rubbed hard and pulled off the larger pieces, but I finally gave up. I would grow out
of this terrible tan when the scorching summer changed to a mild, breezy autumn, with deep
blue skies and thin white clouds that chased each other like lovers.I put on a white shirt—a hand-
me-down from Jin—and ran to school. The red poster in the schoolyard said that Mr. Sun was to
be our new teacher. The tuition was three yuan, a staggering amount on the Chen economic
scale. I checked the information twice, wrote it down for Mom to read, and parked myself by the
window, watching parents take their kids by the hand and march happily to the teachers to
register. It was an all-cash deal. They came out laughing, the kids jumping up and down with a
bunch of new books in their hands. It was all cozy for them, but I had to find some resources for
my education. I knew well enough that we would be out of rice and yams in a matter of weeks.
Dad was away at camp and the food ration kept going down each day. Mom was saving every
fen for food. There was no money for tuition. The three yuan I needed would buy us ten pounds
of rice, or a hundred pounds of yams. How much knowledge could it buy? I went home with a
lump in my throat. I knew the routine well. I would go to Mom and tell her about the tuition. She
would tell me how much money she had left for the whole family, a few yuan at most. She would
say to go ask for an extension or a waiver of tuition.Then I would have to go meet my new
teacher, begging on my knees.Even if an extension were granted, the teacher would mention the
tuition fees every day in class until everyone would know how poor I was. He might even keep
me after school, lecturing. It had happened to my siblings, and all the while they would be going
to school without textbooks. Kind students would let them copy from their books. Now it was
happening to me.I went home, feeling defeated, poor, and pathetic. Mom knew why.She wiped
her wet hands on her apron and gave me fifty fen and told me it was a stretch for the family



already. I didn't need to be told. A poor child knew what it meant to be poor. We didn't ask for
much, and sometimes we didn't even ask.She said that I should beg for an extension. I asked
her just how long would the delay be. She said until the piglets were grown and sold to the buyer
from the south. That was something to hope for, but the mother pig was still pregnant. I took the
money with a heavy heart. It was a pound of flesh off the family fortune, but only a small piece of
the tuition.I pinned the fifty fen to the inside of my pocket lest I lose them, and ran back to school.
I parked myself below the window again and had a good look at the teacher. He was a thin man
with short, curly hair like feathers. He seemed your regular, boring, stiff-necked young educator
who had read some books. He was shaking hands with the parents of my classmates, smiling
and smoking.I slumped against the wall, feeling depressed. The world was unfair.Everyone in my
class seemed to have young parents with money. They chatted, laughed, and socialized with the
new teacher. Their manners were smooth, their clothes were nice. It was a very special occasion
for them and a milestone for the kids. Some of the parents were so influential in the little,
deprived town of Yellow Stone that being the teacher for those kids could mean a lot of backdoor
favors.And what did I have to offer? Nothing. Grandpa was dying, sick in bed. The doctor said he
might live a few months with the proper medication. Tough luck. Medicine was expensive. No
money, no life. Dad was digging in the mountains somewhere, camped in an old, windy temple.
And I had only fifty fen in small coins. My personal appearance was shocking—a pumpkin head
and a ten-year-old patched shirt.And I personally hadn't eaten any meat since New Year's
Day.The thoughts tortured me and I squirmed in shame and humiliation, but I had to face reality.
The teacher could throw me out with a sneer on his face. That was fine, I had thick skin. A poor
child couldn't afford to have thin skin. Only rich boys and well-to-do girls with cute little butterflies
in their hair could afford to have thin skin.I adjusted my belt, made sure my fly wasn't open, and
gingerly stepped into the teacher's office. I would go there and beg, though I was prepared for
the worst. The window looked reasonably large and there was a patch of soft grass for
landing.“So you are Chen Da,” he said, to my surprise.“Yes, sir. I have a problem.”“Don't we
all.”“Excuse me?”“I meant, we all have problems.” He was smiling.“Yes, well, you see, I only have
fifty fen for the tuition …”“And you want to register?”“If I could.”“What's your story?”“We're waiting
for the piglets to grow.”“How big are the pigs?”“Young.”“How young?”“Not born yet.” I waited for
him to grab my neck and toss me out.“Okay, write a note down here about the pigs and I will
register you.” I looked at him in disbelief. A wave of gratitude swept through my heart. I wanted to
kneel down and kiss his toes. There was a Buddha somewhere up there in the fuzzy sky. I took
his pen and wrote the promise on a piece of paper.“But I cannot give you the textbooks now. It's
a school rule.”“That's fine. I can copy them from others.”“Well, if you don't mind, I was thinking
maybe you could use my last year's copy, but it's messy, it has my handwriting all over the
pages.” If I didn't mind? Who was this guy? A saint from Buddha's heaven? I was overwhelmed
and didn't know what to say. I kept looking at my feet. I had rehearsed being thrown out the
window, being slighted or laughed at, but kindness? … I wasn't prepared for kindness. I nodded
quickly and ran off after saying a very heartfelt thank-you and bowing so deep that I almost



rubbed my nose on my knees.Mr. Sun, the new teacher, came from a village at the foot of the
Ching Mountain. He had a sunny personality and was an outdoors kind of guy. In the morning, he
and his wife watered the vegetables; then he walked to school. I soon began to tag along behind
him like his shadow every morning. He told me many stories during those walks.He elected me
to be the monitor of the class, a bold political decision on his part, and had me lead the
revolutionary songs at the beginning of every lesson. I was that one-percent exception in our
harsh reality.I was never supposed to be a leader among other students. I was born with a
political defect that no one could fix. But once in a while they threw a bone out to us, a bone that
we chased around with enthusiasm.I was grateful for this bone. I played with it, poked it with my
snout, and cherished every moment of being tempted before I sank my teeth into the juiciest
part.I'd arrive early with the teacher and hit the books. In my spare time, I helped the slower
students catch up. I was the captain of our basketball team and a formidable singer in
schoolwide competitions. Once I sang so loudly that I was hoarse for the next three days. I read
classical stories to the whole room while my teacher sat in the back and graded the homework,
stopping occasionally to nod with approval.Late in the afternoons, my new friends—Jie, Ciang,
and a few others—would urge me to tell them some more stories. We would climb over the short
wall in the back of our school and throw ourselves into an ancient orchard. It was a little
paradise.Our spot was a huge lychee tree with low-hanging boughs. Each of us had a favorite
sitting spot. Mine had a back support and a small branch to rest my feet on. The comfort helped
the flow of the story.Sometimes Jie would rub the soles of my feet, which was good for another
twenty minutes. And each time I threatened to end the story, they would beg for more and more,
and I would have to stretch my imagination and make a short story longer and a long story go on
forever.My popularity went unchallenged till one day a big-eyed boy showed up at our door for
late registration. I hated to admit it, but he was good-looking. He was there for five minutes and
the girls were already giggling at his sweet smile and nasty winking. During break, I sat in my
seat, heaving with anger and contempt for this sudden intruder. I contemplated the proper step
to take. I thought of going to him and introducing myself as the leader of the class. It was, after
all, my territory, and I deserved a certain courtesy and respect from him. You can't just walk in
and ruin everything. If he was a decent man (my keen observation of him during the last hour
made me feel this was unlikely) then I would give my blessing, offer my protection, and help him
settle in on our turf.I was, after all, a nice guy with a big heart. I welcomed any bright man as my
friend, but no way was I going to walk up to him and shake hands.He was surrounded by a fan
club, admirers who were fawning over something he was wearing. The girls lingered and giggled.
The place was out of control.As I burned with jealousy, a negative feeling that as a leader I tried
hard to suppress, the hotshot kid broke through the crowd and walked over. He looked straight at
me with those attractive, intelligent eyes of his. At that moment, my heart softened. No wonder
the girls had lost their minds. I couldn't help being impressed by the clarity and sense of purpose
in his eyes, that straight nose, so sculptural and defined, and that square, chiseled jaw. Had he
been a general, I would have followed him into battle and fought until the end.I stood up with



what little dignity I had left and extended my hand to meet his. We shook hands. That was when I
saw the buckle. He had this shining buckle the size of a large fist that he wore around his
waist.There were five stars carved on it. It shone in the morning sun, obviously the result of a lot
of polishing by a proud hand.“I heard you're the Tau-Ke.” The top man.“Hardly, hardly.” High
praise called for a humble response, but I was flattered nonetheless.“I think this would look really
good on you.” He took his belt and buckle off and handed them over to me, just like that.“No, no.
You wear it.”“I've been wearing it since my dad came back from the Vietnam War.” He had the
casual art of name-dropping down pat.“Your dad was in the war with the Americans?”“Sure, he
has lots of medals and was at Ho Chi Minh City. White Americans. Okay, okay, okay.” He even
spoke English.He studied the buckle carefully. A wall of classmates had gathered behind me,
watching the exchange.“That belt has a little history to it,” he continued.“What history?”“My dad
wore it in the war. It's been hit a few times but it's so strong and tough you can't even see a dent.
I'm talking the superbullets from the American weapons.” I was sold on the spot. He became my
best friend and we named him Mr. Buckle. He took the nickname in stride.One day Mr. Buckle
formally invited me to visit his home. I accepted and found myself standing before the threshold
of a grand town house near the hospital. His dad was the party secretary of the hospital,
enjoying a hero's retirement at an early age. The door of the house opened suddenly, and there
stood Mr. Buckle senior. Tall and handsome, a man's man. He had a big smile, large eyes, and
thick eyebrows, a pictureperfect hero. It was obvious where the son had gotten his good
looks.“Come on in, Da.” The father even knew my name.“Thank you.” I extended my right hand
but he didn't take it. Instead, he smiled and said, “Sorry, I got no hands left to shake yours. Hey,
why don't you shake my shoulder.” He leaned over, letting his two empty sleeves dangle, and
waited for me to shake his broad shoulder.I was so shocked at his armlessness that I stood there
unmoving.“That's okay, Dad. I don't think they practice shouldershaking in Yellow Stone.”“All
right, then. Let's cut the ceremony and have some cookies and candy.”“Dad, we're not babies
anymore. Let me show the guy around, okay? I think he has seen enough of you.” Father and son
bantered back and forth like a couple of drinking buddies while I stood by in deep shock. For
Buddha's sake, the perfect hero had no arms. My heart was saddened. Like a lost soul, I
followed Buckle around the house and the hospital. He took me on a tour, but my mind was still
on those arms. I had no appetite when I went home.My jealousy was gone. From then on, I
quietly watched out for Buckle.Before long, Mr. Sun was bidding us a sad good-bye. He was
heading for a reeducation camp for teachers. I gave him a small notebook as a gift. The school
would be taught by the militiamen and women from the commune. There was a directive from
the central government that from now on all schools would be governed by poor farmers; all
teachers—a class made up of dangerous and stinking intellectuals—would be reformed and
instilled with revolutionary thoughts before they could return to teach China's younger
generation.School wasn't the same. Our teacher was a sleepy young man, a distant nephew of
Yellow Stone commune's party secretary. He had never graduated from elementary school; he
misspelled simple words and twisted pronunciations so badly that they hardly sounded like



Chinese anymore. The first day he came to class he was shaking, and there were long lulls while
he searched through his notes and tried to think of something to say. In the evening, these
farmer teachers played poker and drank at the same tables where real teachers used to grade
homework. The zoo was being run by the animals themselves.To say the least, I was
disappointed. I searched outside school for books to entertain myself and yearned for the
farmers to leave, to have the real teachers come back from the camp. Although the earliest that
could ever happen would be the following year, I nonetheless believed that, like the spring, it
would happen.THREEIn September 1971, I entered third grade. Dad had come back from the
camp on the mountain and was at another reform camp ten miles away from our town. They
made him dig ditches from morning to night to expand an irrigation system that eventually failed
to work, while continuing to press for more confessions about my uncle in Taiwan, which had
always been China's sworn enemy.Sometimes I was allowed to visit Dad and bring him food. I
would stand on the edge of the work site, searching for signs of my father among the hundred or
so other people being “reformed.” Tired, curious faces would look at me, word would pass on
down the line, then eventually out would come my dad from the ditches, his back straight, head
held high, and a dazzling smile on his face for his son as he busily dusted off his ragged clothes.
I would have nothing to say and could only look at his blistered hands, while he asked how
everybody was and how my schoolwork was going. Then it was time to leave; if I delayed, the
foreman would chase me off the site with his wooden stick.Grandpa was suffering all the time
now. An expensive medication was bought to cure him, but he was outraged when he heard its
price, since he knew that what it cost could have bought the whole family some decent food for a
month. Despite his frail condition, he was still ordered to go to the rice fields every day to chase
the birds.My eldest sister, Si, had graduated from junior high school. Brother Jin had had to stop
one year short of completing it, and Ke and Huang were asked to leave before finishing
elementary school. When the Red Guards took over the classrooms, they had made the lives of
landlords' children and grandchildren miserable. Si's classmates had hacked at her hair with
scissors, which made her look like a mental case, and Jin, while he was still in school, had been
constantly hassled and beaten by his classmates.One day we received a notice from the local
school authorities. It read, “Due to overcrowding in our school system, it has been decided by
the Communist party that the children of landlords, capitalists, rich farmers, and the leftists will
no longer be going directly to junior high or high school. This new policy is to be implemented
immediately for the benefit of thousands of poor farmers.” The curt notice didn't explain the logic
behind such a decree. But we understood that they considered us the enemy and a danger to
their world. Education could only further our cause and threaten theirs.Thus I became the last
student in our family. Every day Mom would whisper to me before school that I should cherish
this precious opportunity. I should work hard and be a good student, or I would have to stop
school like my siblings and become a farmer or a carpenter, with no hope for a better future. She
said the more they wanted you out of school, the more you should show them how good you are.
She admonished me to behave myself and not give them reason to throw me out.The pressure



weighed heavily on me. The idea of being a farmer for the rest of my life, working in the fields
unceasingly, rain or shine, chilled my bones. I saw my sisters and brothers, still so young, getting
up before dawn to cut the ripened rice in darkness before the biting sun made work unbearable.
They came home by moonlight after laboring a full day, their backs cramped and sore, cuts on
their fingers, blisters covering their hands. Sometimes they were humiliated because the older,
more experienced farmers in the commune trashed them for making mistakes. And sometimes
they were angry because they were made to work the heaviest jobs, like jumping into manholes
to scoop up manure. At night, my sisters often cried in Mom's arms. They were no longer
children.I looked at school in a different light. It was still a fun place, but now it was much, much
more. It was the key to a bright future. I knew if I could somehow stay in school, I would do well.
There was hope. I arrived at school early every morning and volunteered to sweep the
classroom and clean the blackboard. I still managed to have my morning reading assignment
done before the others arrived so that I had time to play and help those who needed some
tutoring. But the new teacher wasn't the least impressed with me. I sometimes became aware of
him staring silently at my back as I sat alone in class doing my work.He was cool and abrupt and
seemed disgusted with the little boy who wanted so hard to please him.My third-grade teacher
was a young man about twentyfive years old. He had icy, protruding eyes and thin lips that
squeezed out his words slowly and deliberately. His nose was pointed, with long, black hairs
sticking out of both nostrils, and his receding chin melted into his long neck. He had a habit of
looking at his reflection in the window, preening and recombing his hair before entering the
classroom.His name was La Shan.La Shan invited many of his students to his dormitory on
campus, where they played chess and talked long after school. He also organized basketball
games among the students, but I was never included. I stood at a distance, watching them play
with the energetic young teacher, laughing and shouting. When I inquired about what they did in
his dormitory, my friends Jie and Ciang would tell me that they played and listened to La Shan
talk about politics, about things like the class struggle and what to do with bad people like
landlords and American special agents.I became quieter and less active in his class. He
continued to act as if I didn't exist, and I became more and more isolated, but I still carried on my
work with pride and always scored the best in quizzes. I missed my teacher, Mr. Sun, terribly.In
the back of each classroom there was another blackboard on which the best poems or
compositions by the students were displayed.It was an honor to have your work posted, and
mine used to appear there every week. Many years under my grandfather's tutelage had made
me the best calligrapher in the entire school, and I had won schoolwide competitions against
older students. But since La Shan had become my teacher, my work never appeared on the
blackboard.He also deprived me of the task of copying the poems onto the blackboard with
chalk, a task only students with the best calligraphy were allowed to do.I was no longer the head
of the class. In my place stepped the son of the first party secretary of Yellow Stone commune,
the most feared man in town. La Shan also made him the head of the Little Red Guard, a
political organization for children. I was the only one in class who was not a member. I coveted



the pretty red bands worn on their arms and had applied to join, but La Shan told me I needed to
make more of an effort, that he wasn't sure I was loyal in my heart to the Communist cause like
other children from good workingclass families.Whenever a Little Red Guard meeting was held, I
was asked to step outside. I would hang around the playground by myself until they
finished.Because I was driven and still confident in my abilities, I worked even harder and
volunteered even more for tasks before and after school. It was like throwing myself against a
stone wall. The harder I tried, the more the teacher disliked me. He even criticized me in front of
all the students about my overzealous attempts to win his praise. This upset and confused me.
What more could I do to try to fit into the place that I once used to love? My first real brush with
La Shan came when he was collecting the weekend homework. The assignment had been to
copy a text of Chairman Mao's quotations, but my work had been soaked in the rain on the way
to class and I had thrown away the smeared, useless paper, intending to redo it in the afternoon.
When he found out I had nothing to turn in, La Shan called the class to attention. “Students,
Chen Da has not done his homework, which he knew was to copy the text of our great Chairman
Mao. It is a deliberate insult to our great leader.”“I did the homework like I always do,” I protested
loudly, “but the rain got it all wet.” The whole class looked at me quietly.La Shan turned red, the
muscles in his cheeks twitching. He had lost face because I had answered back.“What did you
do with it?” he demanded.“I threw it into a manhole on my way to class because it was all messy.”
The students laughed.
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Jamie and Heather Hejduk, “Fascinating. Da Chen grew up during China’s Cultural Revolution.
Due to his ancestry, he lost a lot of opportunities he otherwise would have had. China’s Son is
his memoir of the years under Mao and just after the leader’s death. I found it to be fascinating.
The writing is very good, often using similes and metaphors to create lovely word pictures. It
reads quickly. I recommend it to anyone with an interest in the Cultural Revolution. This book
makes a good addition to Red Scarf Girl as they cover life in very different locations of the
country and positions in life during the same time period.”

ELM, “Great Intro to the Cultural Revolution. I've read several books on the Chinese Cultural
Revolution at this point. I would recommend this one as a great introductory book into the
subject (Aaong with "Red Scarf Girl"). Both are very well written, easy to read, and touch on a lot
of aspects of the Cultural Revolution in terms of daily life.”

Debra E. Baird, “Same Book as Colors of the Mountain - Shorten Version. I had already read
"Colors of The Mountain" and didn't realize this is the same book only the shorten version.
Shame on me for not reading the notes provided in the explanation of the book.I would highly
recommend "Colors of the Mountain" because it would have much more detail.”

A. Lindsay, “Good Book. This book was a required reading for my son's sumer reading entering
7th grade. Product was as described online and shipment was fast. Product was reasonably
priced. Great doing business with you.”

Lindsay, “Informative, sad, and inspirational. As a teacher working in China, I was really
interested in this book just from the synopsis. This book really gives the reader a sense of what
China was like during the Cultural Revolution. I found myself reading with my mouth open
because of the shocking things that happened during that time. I like this book because it is an
autobiography- so nothing is fake. I teach students who are so privileged and they hate school-
this boy loves school. I love the differences between then and now.. you gotta read this book!”

Shanghaiman, “Wonderful read. After living in China for the last decade, this book really
resonated with me, helping fill in gaps and explain certain behaviors and idiosyncrasies. Very
readable for students and interesting enough to keep the attention of middle school kids. A
wonderful personal tale of survival during a difficult period of China's history.”

Shareefa, “China's Son. Da Chen's voice is so honest. If you need a push in life, you need to
read this.I love Da Chen's Colors of The Mountain. That's what that made me want to explore his
other titles. What I did not realise that China's Son was the same book in a different title. I read
somewhere that it's a juvenile version of Colors of The Mountain. But since it's my all-time



favourite book, I don't have any regrets having bought it in Kindle version.”

Hung Le, “Four Stars. Interesting story”

mr s d lunt, “Inspirational. A great book from a time of turmoil in China. The cultural revolution. A
young villager proved to the world that with hard work you can be what you dream of. Easy to
read and very enjoyable. Loved it.”

Paul Brett, “Excellent. Excellent”
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The book by Da Chen has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 27 people have provided feedback.
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